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Hey Gorgeous!
First of all, I want to CONGRATULATE and celebrate you! Your
CHOICE to download this guide shows that you are at least CURIOUS
about how to live healthier, longer and stronger. Prayerfully that
curiosity will lead to your COMMITMENT to nourish, move, and love
on yourself better each day.
A Fit thru Faith lifestyle is not a sprint. It’s not even a marathon. It’s a
divinely designed practice of small and pleasure-filled adjustments
and agreements to make your EPIC impact on this world!
Now, as promised, the one thing that you can do TODAY to
transform the way you eat and ultimately the way you look, feel,
love and live is RADICAL LABEL READING. How radical do YOU want
to be? Enjoy!
And as always, would love to hear your comments and thoughts.
Like my Fit thru Faith FB Page, join my Fit thru Faith Village FB group or
follow me on Instagram at @iamfitthrufaith.
Your Girlfriend in Whole Body Health –

Charlie Jordan Brookins
Founder, Fit thru Faith
www.fitthrufaith.com
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RADICAL LABEL READINGTM
Powered by Fit thru Faith
I’m sure (or at least I hope) that you engage in some form of label
reading, but I’m not talking about a casual glance at a label now
and then, I am talking about being RADICAL. How radical you might
ask? Not putting ANYTHING in your body unless you know
EVERYTHING that’s in it. Pretty radical huh?
The bible says in I Corinthians 6:19-20 (NIV)
19 Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy
Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are
not your own; 20 you were bought at a price. Therefore honor
God with your bodies.”
If your body is your TEMPLE, then wouldn’t you want to know what
you’re putting in it? I don’t know about you, but my parents taught
me not to let strangers in the house. Yet every day we willingly invite
broke down (i.e. no nutritional value), strange ingredients with names
that we can’t pronounce into our temples and then wonder why
we’re over-tired, overweight and over it!
But have no fear, transformation is possible and you can start
TODAY! Yes, it’s going to take a little extra time and research in the
beginning, but ultimately the research on the front end will help
inform and transform the way you nourish your body from this day
forward.
And rest assured, Radical Label Reading is NOT about deprivation
and taking away the foods you love. It’s about empowering you to
make more powerful choices in the moment. If after reading the
label, you ultimately make the choice to eat something low on the
nutritional scale, but high on the pleasure scale – then enjoy it (in
moderation). The important thing is that you’re consciously and
mindfully making that choice.
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So let’s do this together! Grab a bag, box or bottle of something
from the shelf or fridge. If you don’t have anything handy, just follow
along and try out your new skills when you get home or the next time
you go grocery shopping. And for kicks – try to guess what the
sample label is below. I’ll be dropping HINTS throughout the guide.
OUR MYSTERY LABEL
This is a NUTRTION FACTS LABEL - a
handy info packed reference tool
courtesy of our federal
government. It is rare that you
won’t find some version of this on
every packaged food product
you consider buying. And now,
much of this info is also available in
restaurants and on the web-sites
of franchises with more 20 or more
locations. Woo hoo!
By the time you finish reading this
guide, you will have all of the tools
and tips you need to become a
RADICAL LABEL READING MASTER
in 10 EASY STEPS. Let’s go to work!

Ingredients:
SUGAR, UNBLEACHED ENRICHED FLOUR (WHEAT FLOUR, NIACIN, REDUCED IRON,
THIAMINE MONONITRATE {VITAMIN B1}, RIBOFLAVIN {VITAMIN B2}, FOLIC ACID),
PALM AND/OR CANOLA OIL, COCOA (PROCESSED WITH ALKALI), HIGH
FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP, CORNSTARCH, LEAVENING (BAKING SODA AND/OR
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE), SALT, SOY LECITHIN, VANILLIN - AN ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR,
CHOCOLATE.
CONTAINS WHEAT, SOY.
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STEP 1 – SERVING SIZE
This is where you can derail before
you even get started. Serving sizes
are standardized for the most part
to make comparing products
easier, but that doesn’t mean your
definition of a serving size matches
the FDA’s definition =). So why is this important?
Let’s just say you skipped over the serving size on the label and, in
your mind, 6 pieces of this product is a reasonable serving size (vs.
the 2 listed). Well, you would then need to TRIPLE ALL of the numbers
(including the % Daily Value percentages) on the label since 6
pieces = 3 servings.
MYSTERY LABEL: Serving Size = 29g (2 Pieces). Bummer!
POWER TIP: Know Thy Serving Size

?

MYSTERY LABEL HINT #1: This product is over 100 years old.

STEP 2 – CALORIES/CALORIES FROM FAT
While I’m not religious about
calorie counting, I do advocate
CALORIE AWARENESS. Knowing
your overall daily calorie
requirement empowers your
choices throughout the day. You
can Google a calorie intake
calendar or download the chart below to get connected with your
calorie needs.
http://www.choosemyplate.gov/
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And to help keep things in check while label reading, below is a
recommended guide.
•

40 Calories is low

•

100 Calories is moderate

•

400 Calories or more is high

CALORIES FROM FAT - Here’s the skinny on fat calories. Sorry, I
couldn’t resist =). Of the three macronutrients (Fat, Carbs and
Protein), fat has the highest calories per gram.

TEACHABLE MOMENT
Protein = 4 calories/gram
Carbohydrates = 4 calories/gram
Fat = 9 calories/gram
MYSTERY LABEL:
Calories: 140 Calories – pretty moderate on the calorie side. That is IF
we are only eating 2 pieces.
Calories from Fat: 7g. Put a pin in this one until we look at fat.
BUYER BEWARE.
Just because the front of the
packaging says “Fat-fee” or “Lowfat” doesn’t mean it is calorie free.
Fat-free foods can easily have as many calories as their full-fat
versions. When fat is reduced, it is often replaced with refined
carbs and sugars to maintain the flavor.
•
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STEP 3 - % Daily Value
% Daily Value (%DV) is another
handy tool from our friends at the
FDA and USDA. If all of the
numbers make your eyes roll into
your head, use %DV to cut to the
chase – especially when
comparing products.
In a nutshell, the numbers listed
represent the percentage of the
ingredient’s total daily
recommended need in a single
serving. Still confused? Let’s look
at an example.
Example: Fat. A single serving on
our label has 11% Daily Value.
Consequently, you will still have
89% of your daily recommended need of fat to consume for the rest
of the day. Clear? Do keep in mind that the %DV column does not
add up to 100%. The percentages are based on the needs of each
individual nutrient for a 2,000 calorie diet.
The FDA suggests that any %DV that is 5% or lower is LOW and any
value 20% or more is HIGH.
POWER TIPS:
• %DV’s are super helpful when comparing similar products to make
the healthiest choice. Just double check that the serving sizes are
similar and compare away!
• %DV’s also help with trade-offs. If you choose a treat with a higher
%DV for fat for lunch, then you’ll need to adjust your choices for fat
for the remainder of the day to keep the total just below 100% DV.

Mystery Label: The percentages aren’t too bad here, although
there is obviously little nutritional value.

?

MYSTERY LABEL HINT: This product was made Kosher in 1989.
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STEP 4 – FAT
We need fat in our diet, but all fats
are NOT created equal. Saturated
and Trans Fat get their own shout
out on the label because of their
link to increased levels of LDL
cholesterol (the “lousy” kind –
shout out to Dr. Oz!) in our blood,
which increases heart disease and
stroke risk. The goal is to make
food choices with low saturated
fat numbers and AVOID trans fat altogether.
MYSTERY LABEL: Saturated Fat is 10%, which is moderate. And a quick
look at the ingredients list insures that it is trans fat free!
Buyer Beware: Per the FDA guidelines,
manufacturers only need to list trans
fat on the label if the product
contains more than .5g of trans fat.
Consequently, you should always
eyeball the ingredient list for the words “hydrogenated” or “partially
hydrogenated” oils for sneaky hidden trans fat.

TEACHABLE MOMENT
What exactly is hydrogenation? Well, in order to prolong the shelf life
and decrease costs, manufacturers infuse hydrogen into
unsaturated oil (which is liquid at room temperature) to make it solid.
Great for shelf life – but trans fat increases our risk of heart disease
even more than saturated fat! Net net – ix-nay on the ans-tray atsfay.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: 25-35% of our daily calories should
come from fat with no more than 10% of total calories from
saturated fat.
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POWER TIP: Saturated Fat – Low. Trans fats – No!!!

STEP 5 – CHOLESTEROL
Cholesterol is like a first cousin
once removed from fat. Like fat,
our bodies do need some
cholesterol, but too much of it can
also lead to heart disease.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: No
more than 300 mg per day.

MYSTERY LABEL: Nada – awesome!

?

MYSTERY LABEL HINT: This product comes in over 12 flavors.

STEP 6 – SODIUM
Otherwise know as “salt.” Yes, it
can kick up the flavor, but eating
too much of it is linked to high
blood pressure and heart disease.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: 2,300
mg or less for healthy adults per
day, BUT 1,500 mg or less for highrisk populations (including AfricanAmericans).

Mystery Label: 4% DV – in the low category. ALL GOOD!
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POWER TIP: Search for product options with a low %DV and use no-salt
seasoning alternatives for cooking (ie – Mrs. Dash, Trader Joes’ 21
Seasoning Salute, etc.)

STEP 7 – CARBOHYDRATES
Ah yes – carbs. They clearly need
a publicist because they’ve
gotten a bad rap over the years.
Carbs are our PRIMARY energy
source. We NEED them! But there
is also a continuum – from high
sugar and highly processed on the
low side to nutrient rich and tasty
fruits, veggies, beans and whole
grains that help reduce our risk of
chronic disease on the high side.
In general, you want to focus on
the high end of the nutrient scale
(think texture, fiber, roughage)
and limit foods with added sugar – but let’s break it down a little
further.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: 45-65% of our daily calories come from
carbohydrates.
DIETARY FIBER
– Gotta love fiber – a key ingredient in our healthy life*style. Focus
on WHOLE GRAINS – literally the word “WHOLE” – which help reduce
the risk of heart disease and some cancers.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: 35 grams per day, at least half of which
are whole grains.
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grain products.

BUYER BEWARE:
§ Foods labeled with the words
"multi-grain", "stone-ground", "100%
wheat", "cracked wheat", “sevengrain" or "bran" are usually not whole-

§ In addition, color is not an indication of a whole grain. Some
brown bread has brown coloring added to give it the
perception of being healthier. Tricky – tricky!
POWER TIP:
• Look for your Carbohydrate to Fiber ratio to be 10 to 1 for a good
source. For every 10 grams of carbohydrates, look for at least one
gram of fiber!

SUGAR
Sugar comes in all shapes, colors and names, but the reality is that
whether organic or not, with few exceptions, sugar is sugar is sugar to
our bodies. It all basically breaks down the same.
The goal is to keep ADDED sugar as low as possible. In fact, the new
improved NUTRITION FACTS labels which you’ll start seeing this year
will actually highlight a line for ADDED SUGAR. Nice!
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: Consume less than 10% of calories per
day from added sugar.
MYSTERY LABEL: Sugar – 13g is on the higher side (single digits is a
suggested goal).
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BUYER BEWARE: Added Sugar comes
in MANY forms.

PARTIAL LISTING of NAMES FOR SUGAR…
- Agave Syrup
- Brown Sugar
- Corn Syrup
- Coconut Sugar
- Evaporated Can Juice
- Fructose
- Fruit Juice Concentrate Glucose - Lactose
- High Fructose Corn Sweetener
- Xylitol
- Malt or Barley Syrup
- Mannitol
- Molasses
- Powdered Sugar
- Turbinado Sugar
- Sucrose/Table Sugar

- Dextrin
- Dextrose
- Maltitol
- Invert Sugar
- Maltose
- Maple Syrup
- Raw Sugar
- Sorbitol

?

MYSTERY LABEL HINT: The way that you eat this product might
say something about your personality.
STEP 8 – PROTEIN
Most of us get enough PROTEIN,
but it’s good to know where it’s
coming from.
2015-20 Dietary Guidelines: 10-30%
of your calories. In general, the
name of the game in PROTEIN is
LEAN meats with plant based
options (beans, nuts, seeds,
legumes).
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BUYER BEWARE:
• Processed meats (ie hams,
sausages, hot dogs, and luncheon or
deli meats) have added sodium. Be
sure to check the ingredients and label to help limit your overall
sodium intake.
• Some fresh chicken, turkey, and pork have been flavor
enhanced with a salt-containing solution. Look for the word
“self-basting” to help monitor sodium intake.
MYSTERY LABEL: Protein – 1g. Not much protein here – will need to
get it elsewhere today!
STEP 9 – VITAMINS AND MINERALS
We must get most Vitamins and
Minerals from the outside as our
bodies do not produce them. In
general, the more the merrier! The
particular nutrients on the label (A,
C, Calcium and Iron) are targeted
because American diets are
typically lower in these nutrients.
The goal is of course100% DV of
each for the day.

MYSTERY LABEL: So…not a lot of nutrients here – but we’ll take the
iron!
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?

MYSTERY LABEL HINT: I’m probably giving it away at this point,
but this product is a 4 letter word that begins and ends with the
same letter.
STEP 10 – Nutrient Facts Footnote
This lovely footnote is exactly the
same on every label. It doesn’t
change from product to product,
but instead gives you the TOTAL
recommended DAILY amount of a
given nutrient that you should
consume for a 2,000 and 2,500
calorie diet. Lots of info – but if you
follow this dietary advice, you will stay within public health experts'
recommended upper or lower limits for the nutrients listed. Just keep
in mind that if you consume more or less in the calorie department,
you’ll need to do your own math =).
CONGRATS, you made it! To wrap things up, let’s take a quick look
at the ingredient list.
Ingredients
SUGAR, UNBLEACHED ENRICHED FLOUR (WHEAT FLOUR, NIACIN, REDUCED IRON,
THIAMINE MONONITRATE {VITAMIN B1}, RIBOFLAVIN {VITAMIN B2}, FOLIC ACID),
PALM AND/OR CANOLA OIL, COCOA (PROCESSED WITH ALKALI), HIGH
FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP, CORNSTARCH, LEAVENING (BAKING SODA AND/OR
CALCIUM PHOSPHATE), SALT, SOY LECITHIN, VANILLIN - AN ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR,
CHOCOLATE.CONTAINS WHEAT, SOY.

POWER TIP:
1) The ingredients are listed in descending order by weight
2) The fewer ingredients the better. There are literally times that I’ll put
something back just because it has too many ingredients and my
eyes are grossing
3) Beware of (or research) words you can’t pronounce
4) Avoid ADDED sugar (in all of its various forms) – especially in the first 3
ingredients
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Let’s run down the mystery label before we do the BIG REVEAL!
INGREDIENTS
1) Sugar (no nutritional value)
2) Enriched flour (Whole grain is preferred as enriched grains and
flours have been stripped of many nutrients and fiber in the
refining process and then some of the nutrients have been
added back as required by the FDA).
3) Vitamins (Niacin, Reduced Iron, Thiamine, Mononitrate,
Riboflavin, Folic Acid) – thus the 6% Iron from the Folic Acid –
but per above, the naturally occurring vitamins were stripped
out in the refining process and replaced by often lesser forms of
the nutrient.
4) Palm and/or Canola Oil – One Polyunsaturated (palm) and one
Monounsaturated, but no saturated – yay! But interesting to
note that this product used to contain trans fat before it fell out
of favor.
5) Coca (Processed with Alkali) – Hmm – what is alkali? Net net,
it’s a process to extract cocoa from the bean. Google for
more info.
6) High Fructose Corn Sweetener – Another sugar and a not so
good one according to many studies, but Google to make
your own conclusion.
7) Cornstarch - Thickening agent derived from the corn grain, but
low in dietary fiber.
8) Baking Soda and or Calcium Phosphate - prevents caking and
conditions dough.
9) Salt – salt.
10) Soy Lecithin – An EMULSIFIER, which prevents the separation of
oil and water. Google if you want to do any further research on
the pros and cons.
11) Vanillin (Artificial Flavor) – Manufacturer’s often use artificial
flavors because getting the flavor naturally is either more
expensive or impact shelf life. If something artificial makes the
final cut, the FDA has generally approved it, but feel free to do
your own additional research.
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INGREDIENT REVIEW SUMMARY:
• Nutrient Poor – but likely yummy!
• Higher in Added Sugar
• A few artificial things, but not awful
You did it! You’ve read, reviewed and researched the label and the
ingredients, so now it comes down to you making a choice. If it will
bring you pleasure, eat it! Just consider the serving size.
Yes, the process is a little rigorous and there certainly will be times
when you may buy now and research later, but your GOAL is to
know the INGREDIENTS and the IMPACT of what you put in your
body. There are a lot of artificial ingredients, colors, stabilizers,
emulsifiers etc. in packaged foods, and you should know for yourself
what they are and how they may impact your body. And the more
you cook using single ingredient whole foods from God’s abundant
buffet, the less label reading you will need to do =)!
You have ONE temple that needs to get you to life’s finish line – so
make better choices one day at a time! And to make your Radical
Label Reading adventure a bit easier, there’s a one page summary
guide on the next page. ENJOY THE JOURNEY!
Oh and the MYSTERY LABEL. Drum roll please….OREO Cookies.
Resources:
http://www.choosemyplate.gov/budget-food-label
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